Investigation of the first shot phenomenon in MALDI mass spectrometry of protein complexes.
Matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization-mass spectrometry (MALDI-MS) of noncovalent protein complexes is difficult, due to the disruptive nature of processes occurring during MALDI sample preparation and ion formation. Sometimes the observation of intact noncovalent protein complexes with MALDI is only possible if data are acquired from the first laser shot fired at a fresh sample; this is called the 'first shot phenomenon'. To study the origin of the first shot phenomenon, we used MALDI-MS and confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) to examine typical MALDI sample preparations with embedded protein complexes, labeled with fluorophores. Fluorescence energy transfer techniques allowed the differentiation between intact and dissociated protein complexes with CLSM. In cases where a first shot behavior was observed by MALDI-MS, it was found to be accompanied by localization of protein complexes at the exterior of the sample crystals. Segregation of the large protein complexes to the exterior and dissociation of the complexes in the crystal interior during sample crystallization can rationalize this observation.